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Craig Isherwood webcast:

Australia’s mission, in a Pacific-centred world

f it hit you that the unprecedented political events in CanIpolitical
berra in the last fortnight signaled a dramatic change in the
climate, tune in onThursday night to watch Citizens

Electoral Council leader Craig Isherwood’s live webcast address, to see what’s coming next.
The CEC National Secretary will speak on what must be
Australia’s Mission, in a rapidly-shifting world strategic situation, driven by the reality of the ongoing global economic
breakdown crisis.
The recent political deadlock in Canberra reflects a
worldwide pattern, in which national governments are being
reshaped by a mass-strike among their populations, fueled
by anger at the failure of political institutions to deal with
the economic crisis.
Despite the best efforts of the British imperial architects
of the globalisation policies that caused the crisis to keep
globalisation going, through enhancing the powers of the
IMF and G-20 and scamming the world into an international
climate change treaty, the economic reality is forcing national
governments to shift away from globalisation and adopt

measures to ensure the common good of their people.
The most dramatic such moves have been among the
Eurasian nations of Russia and China, as well as India, whose
steps to forge a new economic path in cooperation with
each other have shifted the strategic dynamic determining
the world’s future from the Atlantic region, to our own
region, the Asia-Pacific.
In the light of this shift, what will Australia do? How will
we choose, between the options of sticking with the disaster of British globalisation, and, as under Rudd, continuing
to sacrifice our nation-state’s welfare to British causes like
free trade and climate change, or orienting ourselves to the
clear intention by Asia’s giants to develop their economies
and raise their living standards, which opens up immense
scientific, industrial and infrastructural development opportunities for Australia, far beyond our current colonial-like
role of being a glorified quarry?
Craig Isherwood’s webcast, address (10th December) is
fundamental to Australia’s survival, and future identity. Every
Australian needs to watch it.

Beware the mass strike!

ETS chaos reflects popular rage

he extraordinary chaos in the Parliamentary Liberal Party
T
this week over the emissions trading scheme reflects the
white-hot rage in the community at Canberra’s b.s., Citizens

Electoral Council leader Craig Isherwood noted today.
“Australia is witnessing a mass-strike uprising of the
population similar to the United States, and that is what has
caused the impasse in Canberra,” Mr Isherwood said.
“It is great that Liberal Party MPs are opposing the Goldman Sachs ETS, but it is a joke to think they are doing it ‘on
principle’—they have no principles.
“These are many of the same MPs who destroyed Australia’s economy through globalisation, free trade, financial
deregulation, National Competition Policy, and the GST,
which they happily rammed through in concert with the
ALP over the population’s wishes.
“So why are they standing firm on the ETS? Because
this time, the Australian people are making it clear enough
is enough—they are sick of the b.s., they are sick of the
betrayal, they are sick of the lies that the economy is booming while they are on their knees, they see through the lies
about global warming, and they are hammering their MPs
with that message, so many of the Coalition MPs know their
very political survival is at stake.”
Mr Isherwood pointed out that the same Coalition MPs
supported an ETS when they were in government under
Howard in 2007, but the shift in public opinion has forced
them to shift.
“The CEC, in conjunction with Lyndon LaRouche in the
U.S., led the fight against Al Gore’s lies, and destroyed the
claim of ‘consensus’ on global warming—all now proven

beyond doubt by the hacked emails from East Anglia University—which shifted public opinion.
“The Coalition MPs have simply jumped on the bandwagon, driven by the fear, expressed by Senator Ron Boswell,
that otherwise they will be replaced by another political
force, which means—forget Boswell’s smokescreen about
‘extreme right’ and ‘Hanson’—the CEC.
“Australians should be happy about what they are seeing
in Parliament, because it means for once that their message
is getting through; the ones who should be nervous are the
ETS supporters in the Liberal Party and the Labor Party,
who were conned into thinking they are hiding behind public
opinion, because they are not—they are in for an almighty
political backlash.
“Look at the incredible 20 per cent swings against the
Democrats in New Jersey and Virginia on 3rd November,
after just one year of Barack Obama—that is the mass strike
political climate we are now in.”
Mr Isherwood concluded, “The world is in a general
economic breakdown crisis, and the people are feeling that,
one way or another.
“Unless the political leadership and institutions of each
nation address that reality, in a way that puts the general
welfare of the people first, they are doomed.
“The CEC is leading the fight in Australia to force such
a shift—I urge all Australians to join us.”
To find out the real agenda of the architects of carbon
reduction and emissions trading schemes, click here to
receive a free copy of the New Citizen, “Carbon trading is
Hitler-style Genocide.”

Educating the Mass Strike: How the CEC defeated the ETS

othing “just happens”. As Shakespeare said, “There are
N
occasions and causes, why and wherefore, for all things.”
Last week’s extraordinary deadlock in the Liberal Party, and

the resultant leadership change and Senate vote against the
Rudd/Wong ETS bill, deserves special reflection as to what
caused it, because it is revealing in terms of the current political situation, and also instructive to political activists, as a
clear proof that we can change the system.
If anybody arrived in Australia for the first time this year,
interested in the global warming debate, they might have
concluded that the opposition to global warming alarmism
and the ETS was being led by The Australian newspaper and
Senator Barnaby Joyce.But cast your mind back to early 2007:
Al Gore’s movie, An Inconvenient Truth, was in cinemas all
over the world, and he’d just been awarded the Nobel prize
and was about to win an Oscar. More than 80 per cent of
the population of Australia didn’t necessarily believe in global
warming, because they had no way of knowing, but they were
terrified by it.The kingmaker of world politics, and the owner
of the majority of Australia’s media, Rupert Murdoch, had
just announced his own personal conversion from a climate
change skeptic to a believer. And the Howard government,
facing an election at the end of the year, had just appointed
Peter Shergold to head an inquiry into the government’s
response to climate change, which inquiry would later recommend an ETS, and which recommendation the Howard
government would accept.With only one or two exceptions,
all the now-famous climate change skeptics in the Liberal
Party were reading the opinion polls, and lying low.
At a CEC National Conference in February 2007, U.S.
Statesman and physical economist Lyndon LaRouche’s declaration of war on Al Gore and British genocide was high
on the agenda. Emeritus Professor Lance Endersbee made a
short but memorable appearance, and voiced his utter indignation as a scientist at the Al Gore claim that “the debate is
over” on global warming. Following that conference, the CEC
printed 540,000 copies of its New Citizen newspaper, with the
blaring headline “Global Warming is a Fraud”. Page 3 of the
New Citizen featured an article on “Why Scientists Lie”.The
response was electric: terrified people were shocked that
an organisation would just dismiss the whole claim of global
warming, with such confidence.
In April 2007, the CEC began distributing enormous
number of copies of the UK Channel 4 Martin Durkin documentary, “The Great Global Warming Swindle”. Later that
month, the LaRouche Youth Movement intervened at the

Fifth World Science Journalists Conference at Melbourne’s
Grand Hyatt, and in the middle of the night slipped a copy of
the New Citizen and DVD under the doors of all 700 rooms
of the hotel.The next day, the conference was dominated by
discussion about the paper and DVD, putting global warming
zealots likeTim Flannery and RobinWilliams on the spot, and
beginning the drumbeat that eventually saw the ABC air the
Swindle documentary in July, before a live studio audience
dominated by members of the CEC and LYM, and viewed
by 1.1million Australians.
Next, we continued to hammer both the scientific fraud
and genocidal agenda behind global warming in our regular
email press releases, sent directly into hundreds of thousands
of personal emails across Australia.The global warming issue
determined the CEC’s Senate preferences in the Nov. 2007
federal election, when we said “the CEC would hold their
noses and preference the Liberal Party... because at least an
outspoken faction of the Liberal Party has exposed ‘global
warming’ for the utter fraud it is”. In May 2008, we mobilised Australia to respond to the world food shortage, and
exposed the ethanol fraud which is looting precious food
production for so-called ‘renewable energy’. Radical greens
like Clive Hamilton and John Quiggin started to denounce
the influence the CEC and LaRouche have in the anti-global
warming camp.This year, we repeatedly exposed the financial
fraud behind carbon trading.The LaRoucheYouth Movement
intervened at Al Gore’s tin-rattling breakfast with Australia’s
superannuation industry at Docklands in Melbourne in June,
and in August we printed and distributed 350,000 copies
of our New Citizen newspaper headlined, ‘Carbon Trading is
Hitler-Style Genocide’.
The first concrete result of all this effort, was the opinion
poll two months ago, showing that the number of people
worried about global warming had fallen from 68 per cent in
2007, to just 48 per cent this year. On Nov. 12, the ABC’s Four
Corners program asked a Liberal MP why the party had shifted
from supporting an ETS, when they had their own proposal
for one when they were in government back in 2007. He
replied, honestly, that 2007 was an election year, and action
on climate change was what the population wanted, but now
public opinion has shifted,which is why the Liberal Party shifted.
That’s the final ingredient—the mass strike.There is universal rage at politicians, which some smarter Liberals have
picked up on, and knew that this time, they would ignore it
at their peril.The CEC’s role, was to educate that mass strike,
which we must continue to do.

For a sample of the most egregious emails showing the scientists conspiring to lie on global warming go to:

http://cecaust.com.au/main.asp?sub=articles&id=2009_11_23_hackers.html
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FREE ENERGY

Name:

Package

Address:

Free* package includes a DVD, EIR magzine
and the New Citizen on “Global Warming is a
Fraud”. To order call toll-free 1800 636 432 or
send this coupon to:CEC, PO Box 376, Coburg,
Victoria, 3058 and leave ALL your details.
* Offer not available to existing members or people who have received previous free offers.
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